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The following is Sen. IX:>le ' s statement: 

"Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased tcrlay to join you and the other members of the Subcan-
mittee to hear testiITony on the legislative proposals before us. 

I would like to echo much of what Senator Talrradge has said regarding the rapid rise in health 
care expenditures. During the past ten years, the number of p:x:>r, disabled, and aged enrolled 
in governmental health programs have greatly increased. The costs of providing benefits for 
these people also continue to increase. Federal, state, and local governments are now facing 
serious budgetary problems because of the growing arrount of health care services purchased by 
governmental prog-rams and the rapidly increasing costs of those services ; 12.5 percent of our 
federal taxes are now spent for health care . I ncreasing hospital costs present one of the TIDSt 
serious problems facing our econany. 

I feel it is important to note that there has been an improvement in this situation during the 
past year due to the voluntary efforts of the health care industry to hold down their costs; 
but the governrrent must also do its part by managing its programs in a cost-efficient manner . 

During our debate on this subject last year , I supported the voluntary efforts of the health 
care industry to control costs. I continue to believe that we should avoid heavy-handed 
federal regulation whenever possible. I have watched with interest as the industry has devised 
its own guidelines , ITeeting its targets, the ITOst recent one falling under 13 percent. Ho~ver, 
I am still of thropinion that basic ·reform in Medicare and Medicaid are needed to create the' 
i ncentives for cost control that will assist the industry and set us on a path of solving this 
long-term problem. 

The bill , S . 505 , that Senator Talrradge and I have intrcrluced, builds on our experience of the 
last two Congressional sessions. It has been improved by suggestions we have received and 
starts us on a road to long-term, sensible cost mcd.eration policy. I am pleased to see that 
the Administration ' s bill , S.570 , has incorporated some of the better aspects of the M3dicare/ 
Medicaid Reimbursement Reform Act of 1979 by comparing hospitals with like hospitals and making 
an effort to incorporate sane type of incentives and disincentives based on efficiency. There 
remains, however, a basic philosophicg.l difference between the two proposals. S.505 recognizes 
the destructive effect of mandatory and sorrewhat arbitrary controls on health care expenses 
while the Jldministration proposal continues to try to develop a larger, rrore canprehensive 
approach by creating a regulatory nightmare for which we would ultimately have to pay a greater 
price. 

The reason we have not attempted to go as far or as fast as the Administration would like in 
reimbursement reform is a simple one. There are too many legitimate subjective factors and too 
many areas of imprecision in comparison and measurement for us to blithely ignore in the interec, · 
of speed. No one here would kn<:Mingly countenance excessive hospital costs or unjustifiable 
increases in those costs. 

At the SaITe tiITe, there is a national interest in maintaining and nourishing a strong, viable 
hospital system that is capable of responding in a tinely, professional and efficient fashion 
to the needs of ITOre than 200 million Arrericans. We have the responsibility of determining 
whether what is proposed carries a greater risk of harm than gcxxl to the nation. That is not 
an easy rratter. 

There are those, frankly, who have a great deal rrore confidence and certainty about the worka-
bility and equity of rnandatory hospital controls tha..11 I do. 
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My fear is that if they are wrong--and the bureaucracy has been known to be wrong--will we be 
able to repair the damage? 

For example, the l'<lministration's bill, S.570, has no tennination date--no sunset provision. 
It's a life sentence without parole. Given the enonrous latitude and non-specific discretion 
allcwed HEW under S.570, can we even attempt to guess what the future holds? 

I would hope t..hat in addition to cornnents on the hospital reimbursement provision contained in 
the Talmadge/I:Ole bill, we would also hear suggestions and carrrents of sane of the other 36 
sections of ·our bill. We have an excellent opportunity with this bill to correct sane of the 
present defects in our Medicare/Medicaid system. 

With this in mind, Mr. Chai:rmm, I join you in welcaning the witnesses who are with us today 
and those we will hear fran·tarorrow. I feel that no provision of S.505 is written in concrete, 
and I v;rould hope for a similar flexibility in the l'<lministration's proposal. I am particularly 
interested in hearing Mr. califano's remarks regarding all aspects of S.505 in addition to the 
klministration's proposal, and look forward to hearing Mr. Kahn's rerrarks regarding increasing 
governrrental regulation. 
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